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In this paper we exhibit a wide class of local rings R for which it is easy to 
construct an infinite increasing chain of indecomposable modules (M,), each of 
which has a minimal free resolution which is periodic with period 1. The resolu- 
tion of M, comes from an exact sequence 
where A, is an n by n matrix such that ker A, = im A,. Since the R-dual of 
this sequence is also exact, ~34~ turns out to be a Gorenstcin module. Finally, 
&I = Un 1M, is also indecomposable and periodic with period 1. In each case 
indecomposability is proved by showing that the endomorphism ring of the 
module is local. (This is rather involved.) 
The nice feature is the simplicity of the matrix A,, . With the exception of the 
main diagonal and the diagonal just above it, all entries are 0. On the main 
diagonal x alternates with -x, while on the other diagonal every entry is y. 
Both x and y lie in the center and in the Jacobson radical of R. We assume 
further that arm(x) = xR (i.e., 0 + XR -+ R -+z xR + 0 is exact), y* = 0, and 
my =/ 0. There are no other conditions on R. The last condition, g :I 0, is 
crucial, since replacing y by 0 would yield a diagonal matrix for A, , whose 
image, :14n , would be the direct sum of n copies of the ideal xR. 
I wish to thank David Eiscnbud, hluarice Auslander, and Victor Miller for 
helpful discussions. 
1 
Let R be any ring with 1, and let A be an n by n matrix with entries in R. 
Denote by Rn the free right R-module of rank n, whose elements are column 
vectors. Let L,: Rn --+ R” be the map given by left multiplication by A, i.e., 
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Ln(z:) :y A . ZJ for all ZI in ff’. From now on we shall write d instead of L,,I . 
If ker A :- im A, then the sequence 
is exact, where M == im A, and is thus an R-fret resolution of lil which is 
periociic with period 1. Let “R denote the free left R-module of rank n, whose 
elements arc row vectors. :%I+ will be the left R-module Hom(;lZ, R). Dualizing 
(1. I), n-e obtain the exact sequence 
where the map A” is defined by A”(U) = u . .,‘I for all II in ‘iR. If we assume aiso 
that ker A” :: im il*, then 
is exact, and hence 
is a free resolution of ;\!I*, periodic with period 1. Dualizing once more, we see 
that .W-’ :z ker A = AZ, and so M is reflexive. Since the dual of (1. I) is( 1.2) which 
is esact, Extn(M, R) = 0 for all II ‘;z 1. The dual of (1.2) is (1. l), so 
Ext”(.ll”. R) = 0 f or all n r;: 1. Hence, using the terminology of [I], Jf is a 
Gorenstcin module. ~VC have thus proved: 
PROPOSITIOX 1. i . Zf ker A =: im A -.= 31 and ker .ll” = im A * tlzen M iv u 
Gorenst& module and has a free resolution which is periodic ecith period 1. The 
same is true-,for .If”. 
Rema&. Viewing A as an eiement of the ring of II by n matrices :%f,z(R). 
kcr .-2 :: im *“I iff right arm(A) == A . :12,,(R), and lccr.4” 7.: im -4” jff I& 
ann(,i) .= JfJ,R) . A. 
In the next section we show that with fairly mild assumptions about R, WC can 
product, for each positive integer n, an n by n matrix -,I, which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition I .I, and furthermore each of the modules .%I+; -.-: 
im -4,, is indecomposable and is minimally generated by N elements. 
2 
\Ve begin with a simple but useful lemma about the ring of n by rl upper 
triangular matrices over R, which we denote by T,(R). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A E T,,(R) and fey any nonnegative integers i and j such that 
0 < i -i-j < n - I, let vii(A) be the n - i -- j by n -- i - j minor obtained 
by deleting the first i and the last j rows and columns of A. Then vtj: T,,(R) + 
Y’,-,-j(R) is a ring homomorphism. In particular, pij is multiplicative. 
Proof. The additivity of vij is trivial. I,et A, B E T,(R), and let C := A . B. 
Suppose i -+ 1 < Y, s < n --j. C,, == I?;, A,.,B,, . But if k < i f 1 then 
k < T and Ark = 0 since A is upper triangular. On the other hand, if k > n -i 
then k >. s and so U,, = 0. ‘Thus zz.., A,.,Bk, = ~~~~+, A,.,B,, . ‘l’hc first 
sum is the (Y, s) entry of C, which is the (1. -.- i, s -i) entry of qij(C). The 
second sum is the (r -- i, s -- i) entry of vij(A) vij(C). Hence qi,(AB) = 
VdA) v~B>. 
Xotation. We shall write 4 for our and .4 for y,,(A). In other words, 
4 is the n -- 1 by n 1 minor obtained by deleting the bottom row and last 
column of A, and A is the n -- 1 by n - 1 minor obtained by deleting the top 
row and first column of A. 
We now state our main result, whose proof occupies the remainder of this 
paper and will be given via several lemmas. 
THEORIX 2.2. Let R be a local ring with Jacobson radical J (so R! J is a dizision 
ring). Let x, y E J n celzter of R. Suppose that (i) arm(x) x xR, (ii) yL = 0, and 
(iii) Ay -f 0. 
Then there exist infinitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable Gorenstein 
modules, periodic with period I. More speci’cally, there is an increasing chain of 
right R-modules 211, C 111~ C a*. C J%f, C ..* such that: (1) :4!ln C R” and the 
minimal number of generators of MY, is n; (2) ,13, is periodic with period 1; (3) AZ, 
is a Gorenstein module; (4) End,(;M,) is a local ring; (5) if M = Un X, , then AI 
is periodic with period 1 and End,(M) is local. 
Proof. \Ve shall construct an n by n matrix A, and define M, to be im A,, 
i.e., the right R-submodulc of Rn generated by the columns of A, . 
Let A, =: (aij) where aii = (-l)‘-‘.v, ai,i.i, = y, and all other aij = 0. 
Thus A, is upper triangular, with nonzero entries only on the main diagonal and 
the diagonal just above it. The first four matrices arc’: 
Xote that A, is the upper left n by n minor of A,,.r , i.e., A,, =: A,,, . Also, 
A n+1 is the matrix obtained from A, by replacing x with -x, which we denote 
by A,,(-%). These two facts will enable us to prove the theorem b?: induction 
on II. It should be observed that - .v satisfies the same !~~p~~thcses as ,Y, so that 
ail propc’rties of ~1,~ arc shared by A&-s). 
Proof. .-I,’ 0 -- A.,* since .Y~ 0. Sow suppose il 1:: 2 and =1,,? = 0. 
Rv Lemma 2.1, (.4t.: 1) -t (A,,1)?. I1ut (A,, 1)z :-- Ai,,” := 0. Similari!;, wc hi - - 
that m r- 0. Thus both the upper left and loner right II bv n minors 0“ 
.c, 1 arc 8. Furthermore, the (n -/. 1, 1) entry of AR., 1 is 0 since +&. L , and hcncc 
4 ..I , is upper triangular. Hence c\-cry entry of A: ;.1 is 0, except possibly for th< 
(1, 71 .-:- 1) rnti-y, which is the product of the first row and last column of An. : 
1Chcn n == 2, this is x . 0 .f- 31~ -!. 0 x : 0 since y2 : 0. \Yhcn 11 : 2, the 
entry is 0 yincc each of its summands has a factor which is 0. ‘!‘hus -4:. , = 0. 
LI:hl.VX 2.4. lier A,n := im z-I,l . --liso, ker YI,~ < : in1 .I,,“. 
Proof. Since A, * = 0 it remains to show that kcr -dn C im A,‘. It is true , 
for II .z i since ann(.v) = .vK. Assume it for n, and s~~ppose that -4,. ,[b, ,..., 
b,,+,lT -= 0. (For any matris C, we shall denote by CT the transpose of C. Thus 
a column vector will bc expressed as the transpose of a row vector.) Let B, , he 
the n 2. 1 by il -j I matrix u-how first ?z columns arc 0 2nd u-hose iast column is 
[h, ,.... 6, -,I’. Then B,! 1 E ‘I:, :,(R) and 13,irH,,..1 =- 0. Hy Lemma 2.1. 
GA . B,, .1 ..- 0. and so A,‘(,- -x) . [h, ,..., h,, 1]’ : : 0. I$ induction, there esis:- 
cz ,.... c+* E I? so that [b, )..., h,.,]~ : --I,( -x) . [c* I . . . . f,< .,y = [- -xc., I yc:) . 
xcn - )Y-J . . ..( (.-. 1)YYc,,, ;I“. The other equation WC ha~c ilot yet ~4 is 
?A 1 t-y& - 0. Thus xb, +y(- -SC:! .- yc:%) r- 0, i.e., .t’(b, --JG) =- 0. Hence 
b, - y2 c am(s) := a-R, ad so 6, 7-7 xc1 + JQ for some c1 E Ii. Thus 
[h, , 6, ,.... b,. J’ 7. A,+,[c, , c2 ,..., c,: ,I“, and so ker A.i,L.,.1 C im -4,: i. ‘I’hus. 
by induct:on we have the first desired equality. The proof for A1,,” is near!.! 
identical. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Mn is a Gorensteiu moduie, is minimally genernfed by 12 
elements, and its minimal resolution is periodic with period I. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.1 and the fact that the epimorphism 
K” --+,1 -11, is minimal since the entries of -4n belong 10 the Jacobson radical 
of Ii. 
In order to show that A& is indccomposabie wc prove a stronger result: 
End,(.li,,) is a local ring. For indccomposability is equivalent to the nonexistence 
of proper idempotents in the endomorphism ring, and a local ring, of course, 
has no proper idempotcnts. 
LEMMA 2.6. End(M,,) is local. 
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Proof. Let X be any R-module, and let P, -9 P,, -pc X --f 0 be a free 
presentation. If FE End(X) there is a map GE End(P,,) so that the diagram 
p,-J-•P,-Lx-0 
,G IF 
P,L v -+P”--“+L+o 
commutes. This implies that C c G 0 B = 0. Conversely, any G E End(F,) such 
that C 0 G 0 B = 0 induces a (unique) I: E End(X) making the above square 
commute. Thus the assignment G AC+ F yields an onto ring homomorphism 
(G E End(Fs) i C 0 G 0 B = 0} -+ End(X) 
whose kernel is (G E End(F,,) j C 0 G = O}. 
Letting X = ~34~ we have the presentation 
Thus End(M,) is a factor ring of r, == {GE M,(R) I A, 3 G 3 -4, :-= O}. 
It suffices, then, to show that r, is local. For this we need an explicit description 
of the matrices G E r, . 
SUBLFMMA 2.6a. G E r, $7 G -L + K zahere L is an upper triangular 
matrix such that if 1 < i < j < n .- 1 thenLi+,,j.,l = (-l)i-‘L,j; andeach entry 
Kij of K is in ann(xy). 
Proof. We adopt the following notation. First, we shall write A instead of 
A, in this proof. ?Sext, for any matrix C, its jth column will be denoted by Cj . 
Finally, ej will denote the jth standard basis vector of Rn, so that Cj = Cej . 
Hy definition, GE r,, iff AGA = 0. This equation is equivalent to the n 
equations AG‘4, == 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., II. Kow xA == xy[O, e, ,..., e,-J and yA := 
vh , -e2 ,-, ( -ljn-le,]. Since A, = xe, , we have AGA, = xAG, = 
LY[G,, ,..., G,, , O]r. Hence AGA, = 0 iff Gir E ann(xy) for all i > 1. 
For j > 1, Aj+l = yej -I- (.-l)jxej+r , so 
AGAi;, = yAGj $ (-l)ixAG,+, 
- xy[e, , -e2 ,..., ( -l)“-le,] Gj + (-l)‘xy[O, e, ,..., e,-i] Gj,i 
= Xy[Glj + (-l)jGs,j+r ,..., (-l)n-2G,-r,j 
f (-l)jGn,j+l, (-l)n-‘G,j]T. 
Henceforl <j<n-l,AGAj,,=Oiff 
(i) for 1 < i < n - 1, Gi :.l,j., r = (-l)j-‘G/mod ann(xy), and 
(ii) G,dj :T: 0 mod ann(xy). 
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An easy induction argument shows that AGJ = 0 ifF 
(i’) Gij := 0 mod ann(.xy), for i > j, and 
(ii’) Gij E (-l)jz-jGl,j-i+l mod ann(xy), for i <zj. 
Sow suppose G E r, so that (i’) and (ii’) hold. Define the matrix L by letting 
Lzj = 0 for i > j, and L, = ( - 1)“’ jG,,j-i.. 1 for i < j. Let K - G - L. 
It is easy to verify that Li_ I,jz 1 = (.- l)j-iLij and that Kij E ann(Ay). 
Conversely, if G =- I, + K, with 1, and K sarisfying the above conditions; 
it follows that (i’) and (ii’) hold, and so AGA = 0 and G E I:, . 
Let A,: :--: (L E T,(R) i for 1 < i <j < 71 .- i,Lill,jz., = ( --i)j-iLfj]. A 
routine verification shows that A, is a subring of T,(R). Let A,, -= (K F il!fn(R) I 
Kij E ami( for all i andj}. What wc have proved is that I’, -_ A, {- A,. 
S~JBLINVIA 2.6b. A, C Rad I’, . 
Pmof. Since cv :$ 0, ann(xy) C J I= Rad R. Hence A, is a 2-sided ideal of 
.,1/l,(R) which is contained in ;14J J) = Rad(M,(R)). This implies that A, is a 
2-sided ideal of I’,, . Therefore, to prove that A,, C Rad r,, it suffices to show 
that if K E A,, , then 1 + K is invertible in r, . ?;ow since K E Rad(:WJR)), 
(1 -i- K)-l = II E M,(R). So 1 = B(l _I- K) = B -j- BK. Thus B = 1 -SK, 
which is in A, -+ A, -; r,L . So (1 -1. K)-’ E I;71 . 
S~o~xar~x 2.6~. Suppose r == A + A, where A is a subring of r, and A is a 
2-sided ideal of r which is contained in Rad I-. Tlen Rad A C Rad r, and Rad r :.-. 
Rad A + A. Hence r is local 23 A is. 
Proof. Let z E Rad A, and let y E r. WC must show that i + 7.z has a left 
inverse in r. Write y as h + 6, with A E A, 8 E A. Then yz = hx E 6.~. Since 
Al _ E Rad A, there is a p E A such that /~(l -r hz) == 1. Hence ~(1 + yz) = 
p( 1 --i- ,\z j- 6~) = 1 + &. But since A is a 2-sided ideal in r, ,USS E A C Kad r, 
and so there is a ,8 E I’ such that /3(1 -:-- ,u&) = 1. Hence ,&( 1 -I- yz) = 1, and 
so z E Rad r. l’hus Rad A C Rad r. Consequently Rad A + A C Rad -7, and 
r/(Rad A -b A) = (A + A)i(Rad A + A) g /1!Rad A, 
which has zero radical. Thus Rad il -k A = Rad 1”. Furthcrmorc, since 
r/Rad f z A/Rad A, I’ is local precisely when A is. 
COROLLARY 2.6d. r,, is local z. A, is. 
SUBLEMMA 2.6e. A, is local. 
Proof. Let Y E A, be the matrix such that Yij = 0 if j + i + 1, and for 
1 <i:< n - 1, jyi,i+l --_ (-l)i:.l. Then for 0 < k < n .- I, Y” has every 
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entry 0 except on the diagonal j -- i =: Jr, where the (i, i + K) entry is (-- l)r;:2 
is k is even and (-l)(r;-r)js . ( -l)i 7’ if lz is odd. Furthermore, Yn = 0. 
Thus if L E A,, , expressing L as the sum of its diagonals we have 
where 01~ = -1 if K 7 2 (mod 4) and +l otherwise. It follows that the ring 
homomorphism R[X] -+ (1,) g iven by evaluating polynomials at Y, is onto. 
Its kcrncl is precisely the ideal (X”), and so (1, G R[a/(Xn). Since R is local, 
so is the truncated polynomial ring. Hence /1, is local. 
From Corollary 2.6d it follows that lln is local. As we remarked earlier, this 
implies that End(MJ, which is a factor ring of l’, , is local. The proof of 
Lemma 2.6 is now concluded. 
Let Rw denote the direct sum of countably many copies of R. Regarding the 
elements of Rw as column vectors with only finitely many nonzero components, 
we shall, in the usual way, view Rn as a subset of RLI), consisting of those column 
vectors all of whose components after the nth arc 0. Then R’ C R2 C **. C R” C 
RI!-1 c . . . is an increasing chain of R-modules whose union is Rw. 
Since A,+r is upper triangular and A,, 1 == A,, , it follows that the diagram 
commutes. Hence im A, C im f?,:., . Thus M, C M, C ... C M,, C IM,+, C *.* 
is an increasing chain, whose union we call M. On the other hand, since for all n 
A,J.l = A, , we can form a matrix A which is column finite (and also row finite) 
with countably many rows and columns, and whose “upper left” n by tl minor 
is A,, for all n. Hence im A z IJn im A, L-= un Mn = M. Furthermore, 
ker A = Ula (Rn n ker A) = lJn ker A, . By Lemma 2.4, ker A, = im A,, 
so we have kcr A = im A = M. Thus M is periodic with period 1. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.2 it remains only to show that End(:lZ) 
is local. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 2.6, but requires some 
modifications, so we shall sketch it. 
First some notation. ;Mw(R) = the ring of column-finite matrices with 
countably many rows and columns, with entries in A. T,(R) = the subring of 
Mu(R) of upper triangular matrices. 
l- = {G E Mm(R) 1 AGA == 0). 
A = {L E 7’,(R) j for 1 < i \c j, Li+l,iL1 == (-l)‘-iL,jj. 
n = (K E J&,(R) ] K, c- ann(jcr> for all i and j}. 
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Just as before, End(M) isafactorringofr,r=n+d,andnCh2adP?. 
y Lemma 2.&, it suffices to show that A is locaI. 
Define Y by Yii = 0 ifj # i + 1 and Yi,i+l = (-lji+l. IfL E A then 
L = f a,L,,Yk 
?C=O 
where, as before, 01~ = - 1 if k 3 2 (mod 4) and + 1 otherwise. Hence A ,= 
the ring of formal power series in one variable, which is local. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Rmmk. It is easy to find rings R which satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. 
For if S is any local ring containing a nonzero element y in its center such that 
y2 = 0, fet R = S[X]/(X2), where X is a commuting indete 
instance, S can be any commutative local artin ring which is not a 
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